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Naturally occurring human antibodies containing only
heavy chain are very rare. All antibodies specific for HIV
identified until now contain both light and heavy chains.
By screening an immune HIV phage library we have identified an antibody, m12, that expresses only a heavy chain.
The Fd of this heavy chain behaves as a CD4i antibody
and binds gp120 complexed with CD4 better than gp120
alone. This antibody was further engineered to a single
domain antibody, which is the smallest possible antibody
fragment that still exhibits binding to the antigen. The
domain m12 neutralized HIV isolates from different
clades but had low solubility and was difficult to express.
To further improve its solubility and potency we generated a mutant library. This library is being screened
against gp120 and gp120-CD4. The results will be discussed if they become available. This unique domain antibody could have applications for design of potent HIV
inhibitors.
Members of our group, including You-Qiang Wu, Igor A.
Sidorov, Xiaodong Xiao, and Bang Vu contributed to these
results.
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